Massage Candle Recipe

This is a Spotlight Project-imagined, created, and shared
by Joshua of Natures Garden.
Recipe makes approximately 4 massage candles.

NG 100% Soy Wax- 10 Pounds
COCOA BUTTER DEODORIZED
COCONUT Oil-76
SHEA BUTTER
MANGO BUTTER
NG Cashmere & Silk Type Fragrance Oil
Deep Round Tin with Lid 6 oz.
CD Candle Wicks (100 wicks)
Other Ingredients & Equipment You'll Need:
Mixing Bowl
Stirring Spoon
Stove
Scale
Knife
Glue Gun with Glue
Spatula

Total Recipe Amounts:
120 grams of Soy Wax 415
108 grams of Cocoa Butter Deodorized
116 grams of Coconut Oil-76
112 grams of Shea Butter
56 grams of Mango Butter
26 grams of NG Cashmere & Silk Type Fragrance Oil
Clean & Sanitize your work area and all of your packaging materials. It is suggested that you wear gloves,
protective clothing, and a hair net while preparing this recipe.
Step 1: Using the double boiler method weigh out and melt the following ingredients: Soy Wax, Cocoa
Butter, Coconut Oil 76, Shea Butter, and Mango Butter. Place this on a low heat setting and stir occasionally.
Step 2: In your mixing bowl, weigh out 26 grams of NG Cashmere & Silk Type Fragrance Oil. Set aside.
Step 3: Once all of the ingredients have melted on your stovetop, remove from heat and gently stir.
Step 4: Next, pour the mixture into your mixing bowl that contains the fragrance oil. Use a spatula to ease all
of the mixture out. Once again, give a gentle stir to incorporate the fragrance oil throughout the
ingredients.

Step 5: Lay all 4 of your tin cans on a flat surface where they will not be in the way. Once the mixture is
poured into these tins, they can not be moved until they are set up. Please Note: It does take some time for
this recipe to set up, so please place them somewhere they can set up undisturbed.
Step 6: Pour the mixture into your tins.
Step 7: Let the mixture set up slightly, then straighten your wick and gently ease it into the tin. Repeat for
remaining 3 massage candles.
Step 8: Allow the candles to completely set up. Then trim your wicks and lid the tins.
Once your candles are completely set up, they are now ready to burn and use. Simply trim your candle, light,
and enjoy your massage!
Natures Garden is not responsible for the performance of any of the recipes provided on our website. Testing
is your responsibility. If you plan to resell any recipes we provide, it is your responsibility to adhere to all FDA
regulations if applicable. If there are ingredients listed in a recipe that Natures Garden does not sell, we
cannot offer any advice on where to purchase those ingredients. We also do not offer any advice on
formulating or altering recipes.

